Attribute Based Split Cart V5.0.1
With the help of an attribute-based split cart module, the customer will get a split
shopping cart on the basis of an attribute such as color, manufacturer country, size,
etc.
The admin can select the split cart attribute for which the shopping cart will be
divided/split. After that, the customers will be able to do multiple checkout processes
for similar products.

Features
The admin can enable or disable the module
The admin can set the product attribute in module configuration.
Admin can create his own attributes(only dropdown type attribute )to split cart.
Split cart according to the value of the set attribute.
Customers can do multiple checkout processes
Supports existing shipping & payment methods.
Source code open for customization
Multi-lingual compatible including RTL
Note – Attribute with input type drop-down can only be used to split cart.

Module Configuration
After the successful installation of the module, the admin can configure this module
under “Store > Configuration > Webkul > Attribute Base Splitcart”.

Active – Here the admin can choose between “Yes” to enable the module or “No” to
disable the module.
Split by attribute – Here the admin can choose the attribute for splitting the shopping
cart like – color, size, manufacturer, etc.
Note -Here, Only those attributes are displayed that the input type is dropdown. likecolor has red and blue two drop-down values.

Customer End
Shopping Cart –
Customers will get the split carts based on the attribute like – color, size,
manufacturer country, etc. and the customer will get separate “Go to checkout”

button for each cart as per below snapshot –

The customer can edit and update each shopping cart separately. You can move any
product to a wishlist and can delete it as well from the shopping cart.
Separate Checkout –
The customer can separately purchase the same attribute values product as per the
below snapshot –

Mini Cart Page –
The customer can view all products in the mini cart page as per below snapshot –

If the customer clicks on the Proceed to Checkout button, then it redirects them to
the shopping cart page as per below snapshot:

Responsive
The Split Cart based on Attribute is responsive for all kinds of screen sizes and can
adjust itself with the Mobile screen, Tablet screen, and Desktop screen.

Thus, that’s all for Attribute Based Split Cart module. Still, have any issue please
feel free to add a ticket at https://webkul.uvdesk.com/

